This is an announcement on the starting of the combined registration process of Hanyo-Denshi ideographic variation collection and its first set of ideographic variation sequences, following Unicode Technical Standard #37 (Ideographic Variation Database.) The registration is related to a withdrawn proposal of compatibility ideographs (WG 2 N3530 / IRG N1499) and followed discussion (WG 2 N3590, N3706.)

Interested experts are invited to review the draft registration. We appreciate any feedback.

The details of the collection and the sequences to be registered are on the ITSCJ web site under the following URL:

http://www.itscj.ipsj.or.jp/domestic/sc02/hanyo-denshi/20100331/

The official announcement and the review instructions are on the Unicode web site under the following URL:

http://www.unicode.org/ivd/pri/pri167/

Note that the content of the registration is not frozen during the review period; it may be updated to reflect the received comments. You may need to come back to the pages several times.
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